1. I find __________ inspiring.

2. I don’t like it when people ________ and ________ at me.

3. I like to learn about other__________.

4. You should get ________ before you travel to a country for the first time.

5. In most countries this is a positive ________.

6. I would be too ________ to travel alone.

7. Before you travel to a country, you should learn its ________.

8. In some cultures, it’s not acceptable to be ________ and ________ in public.

9. I don’t like to travel to places where there are a lot of ________ people.

1 Complete the sentences with the words below:

- scared, point, kiss, natural scenery, language, affectionate, cultures, stare, gesture, poor, advice

2 Discuss in groups whether you agree/disagree with each sentence.